Habitat

STEAM Facts
Science- Snakes use their tongues to
take up the fragrance of nearby prey or
predators. A snake's tongue captures
scents that are contained in minute
moisture particles floating through the
air when it flicks its tongue.

Leucistic
Texas Rat
Snake

Technology- Surgical robots' small
size allows surgeons to operate with
significantly less body harm, allowing
patients to heal faster. The robots are
based on a snake's movement.

Engineering- Snakes are cold-blooded
Leucistic Texas Rat Snake Range

As the name indicates, they can be
found in certain areas of the state of
Texas, but they can also be found in
Louisiana, Arkansas Kansas, and
Oklahoma. They can be found in
swamps, forests, grasslands, and
rocky canyons.

so they go underground during the winter
to stay warm. The cave effect is a physical
phenomenon that is also used by the
French to preserve wine in wine caves and
by plants to germinate their seeds.

Agriculture- These snakes are great
around crop areas because they remove
any pests.

Math- As adults, Leucistic Texas Rat
snakes can grow to be 5-6 feet long.

Casper and Blanca
(Elaphe obsoleta lindheimer)

About
Leucistic Texas
Rat Snake
Texas rat snakes are long, slender
snakes. They can adapt to their
surroundings by either climbing or
swimming to search for prey. They
are not venomous so they don't
pose a threat, but they are great to
have in farm areas as they remove
any pests. They have a lifespan of
10-15 years.

Care Information

Feeding List

Texas Rat Snakes are cold-blooded
and can regulate their temperature
by moving to cold or warm areas, so
it's best to give it the range to
regulate their body temperature.
They prefer a temperature of 80° for
their warm side and 70° for their cool
side. They don't require much
humidity until they begin to shed.
When they begin to shed it is best to
provide it a high humidity box and
fill it with damp paper towels to
keep the inside moist.

Adult Snakes

Rats

Hatchlings/Juveniles Snakes

Mice

Enclosure
Most adult snakes will require a
55-gallon terrarium. Adding wood
shavings like aspen or cypress will
allow it to burrow. Avoid using
cedar or pine as they harm the
snake's health. Make sure there
are no cracks as they can slip
through and escape. They also
appreciate driftwood and
branches to climb around.

